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In USA, BRT = broad menu of high-performance 
transit options 

• Fast, reliable, convenient, affordable and distinct from 
“regular” bus services  

• MAP-21: System of “Systems” or “Elements”, but: 
– Fixed Guideway-based: System of elements + 

>50% in dedicated lane 
– Corridor-based: System of elements + <50% in 

dedicated lane 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 So what is BRT? It is not defined by a pre-determined set of physical characteristics.  Fundamentally, it is a high-quality transit service that is fast, reliable, convenient, affordable, accessible, and aesthetically distinguishable from “regular” bus service. BRT is a flexible and integrated package of facilities, systems, and vehicle investments that performs well beyond conventional bus services with increased efficiency and effectiveness to the operator and end user.   It can also be implemented incrementally as funding becomes available and ridership grows.



USA vs. International Basic Differences 
 International approaches to BRT planning: Network-based 
● Europe/Australia/Canada: LRT-like, cost effectiveness 
● Latin America: high-capacity “metro on wheels” concept developed out of 

necessity 

 USA approach to BRT planning: Raise corridor bus performance 
(1) Wide array of incremental bus improvements 

– Boston Silver Line: Marketing and branding of BRT 
– Los Angeles Metro Rapid: Low-cost, urban arterial BRT strategies with measurable 

impact on performance 
(2) Corridor-based projects 

– Los Angeles Orange Line: Full-fledged BRT carrying more passengers and at a 
lower cost than LRT  

– Eugene, Oregon EmX: Context-sensitive design for smaller city spine 



7 elements of BRT planning, each with a spectrum of options 

MARKETING AND 
BRANDING 

SERVICE AND  
OPERATIONS PLAN 

RUNNING 
WAYS 

STATIONS 

VEHICLES 

FARE COLLECTION 

ITS 

Integration of Elem
ents 

AND LAND USE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may have noticed some common elements between the examples I just presented. We have identified six key elements of BRT planning.  The level of implementation for each element differs from project to project according to local conditions and needs. In essence, decision-makers can choose the most appropriate options for their communities from a menu of transit options that include: Running ways Stations Vehicles Service and Operations Plan Fare Collection Intelligent Transportation Systems



Bus 

BRT can achieve the performance of more expensive 
modes using the flexibility of buses 
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Level of Service/Performance Measure 
(e.g. Operating Speed, Capacity, etc.) 

Heavy Rail 

Light Rail 

BRT by Type of 
Running Way 

Typical 
Capital 

Cost per 
Mile 

Typical 
Operating 

Speed 

Mixed flow 
BRT  

$0.5-2 
million 

12-20 
mph 

Arterial BRT 
(designated 
lane) 

$2-15 
million 

20-30 
mph 

At-grade 
transitway 
BRT 

$15-20 
million 

25-30 
mph 

Fully grade-
separated 
BRT 

$20+ 
million 

25-40 
mph 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This chart is a conceptual comparison of BRT among other mass transit modes in terms of the level of investment required and the level of service provided.  The tradeoff between level of service (be it capacity or operating speed) and costs (either capital or operating) is fundamental.  As you can see, BRT spans the spectrum of transit options between conventional bus services and fixed-guideway transit systems in terms of both level of service and cost.   At the high-end of the spectrum, BRT combines dedicated rights-of-way, modern stations, high-tech vehicles, and frequent service that are characteristic of rail systems, but at a lower cost.   BRT planning, however, also shows promise as a means to create real improvements in conventional bus services.
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CW: Only Rail TOD = Property Values 

 Washington, DC (Heavy Rail) 
  + $2 to $4 per sq foot                   

for commercial (PB) 

 San Jose (LRT) 
  + 23% for commercial 

 Portland (LRT & Streetcar) 
  + 10% rent premiums  

 Dallas (LRT) 
  + 39% for residential       
+53% for office 

San Jose 

Washington 

Dallas 

Portlan

Sources:  Center for Transit Oriented 
Development and Parsons Brinckerhoff 



BRT Is Also Attractive to  
Developers and Retailers 
 Significant examples of TOD 

generated around BRT: 
● Ottawa, Ontario Transitway 
● York, Ontario Viva  
● Cleveland Health Line 
● Boston Silver Line 
● Pittsburgh East Busway 
● Denver 16th Street Mall 
● L.A. Orange Line 
● Curitiba, Brazil Surface Metro 
● Bogota, Colombia TransMilenio 

 Several new studies on BRT and TOD 
● GAO, NBRTI, TCRP, EMBARQ, ITDP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think for the projects envisioned in DuPage County the York Viva system is worth studying more closely



Selected BRT TOD Experience 
City (BRT Service) TOD Policies? Economic 

Value 
Influencing Factors 

Boston (Silverline) Yes $700 mil now, 3.7 bil 
+ announ. 

Pent-up demand, 
redevelopment policies 

Bogota (Transmilenio) Weak station area 
planning, strong bicycle 
amenities, ped access 
mixed 

$2.5 bil. + overall 
density increased 
by >8%, FAR 
density by 7% 

Development, pedestrian, 
bicycle policies; By 2015, 
80% of residents will live 
<500 m of a station. 

Cleveland (Silverline) Yes $5 bil + est. Major redevelopment 
policies, planning 

Curitiba (Linghinero) Strong master planning + 
auto use curbs 

$1.6 bil est. Strict land use policies + CBD 
car use restrictions 

Denver (16th St. Mall) Yes $1 bil + est. Pedestrian mall + links with 
regional transit 

Las Vegas (MAX) No Few $100K Joint development of one 
added station 

Ottawa (Transitway) Some $700mil + Ped access and 
redevelopment policies 

York (Viva) Yes in select areas $3 bil in phases Master plans in Phase 2 

Los Angeles (Orange) Yes in select areas + 
bicycle amenities 

$500 mil (w/ Red 
Line 

Major redevelopment 
policies, rail links 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether with exclusive rights of way or lighter investments in key spots, the land use policy is extremely important to BRT’s success as a generator of economic development. In this important way, it is no different than with rail transit.



Phase 2 York, Ontario ‘Vivanext’ Rapidways 

 $1.2 billion investment, 23 miles of center lanes 

 Economic situation forcing revised opening (2019) 

 $3 billion Markham TC construction 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an artists rendering of the next phase of Viva development, which is under construction. Phase 1 is very much like the J route, with queue jumps and traffic signal priority, enhanced vehicles and stations, and branding and frequent service with distances between stops like rail



Brisbane Southeast Busway: 
Exploiting Activity Centers and Nodes 

 Brisbane, Australia 
Translink/Busway 

 15,000 pax/hour  
● 3 to 4 buses per minute 
● Mix of dedicated and feeder routes 

– Dedicated 20% 
– Feeder express services 80% 

 Freeway location limits land use 
integration & development 

 Land use primarily Queensland 
State responsibility 

 Several stations with very good 
supportive land use strategies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the most recent BRT project opening in the U.S., in Los Angeles. It’s a nearly $350 million project, about $25 million per mile, with rail like stations and a dedicated roadway. In fact, the stations, bridges and road bed are “rail capable”--meaning it all can be upgraded to accommodate heavier LRVs if officials there so choose in the future.



Brisbane Southeast Busway: 
Growth Management and Master Plans 

 Queensland government ID’d 8 
busway and rail sites for TOD 
● Local governments prepare Growth 

Management Strategies 

 Busway Examples: 
● Queen Street Station: 

– 6 storey shopping mall built with 
underground BRT station 

– Located on the Queen Street Mall 
(3‐block mixed use pedestrian mall) 

● Mater Hill Station: 
– Air rights sold to hospital for expansion 

● Boggo Road and Buranda Stations 
– New Town developments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the most recent BRT project opening in the U.S., in Los Angeles. It’s a nearly $350 million project, about $25 million per mile, with rail like stations and a dedicated roadway. In fact, the stations, bridges and road bed are “rail capable”--meaning it all can be upgraded to accommodate heavier LRVs if officials there so choose in the future.



Land Values Increased Near Brisbane SE Busway 
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Heavy Rail  
(1997 Proposal) 

TransMilenio  
Phase 1 

TransMilenio  
Phase II 

TransMilenio  
Master Plan 

Capital Cost 
(Infrastructure) $2,350M $240M $545M $2,300M 

Vehicles / fare 
collection $691M $100M $80M $1,020M 

Total Capital Cost $3,041M $340M $625M $3,320M 

Length – km 
(Length – miles) 

29km  
(18.0 miles) 

41km  
(25.6 miles) 

41km 
(25.6 miles) 

388km 
(241 miles) 

Cost per km 
(Cost per mile) 

$105M / km  
($169M / mile) 

$8.3M / km 
($13.3M / miles) 

$15.2M / km 
($24.4M / mile) 

$8.6M / km 
($13.8M / mile) 

Weekday Ridership 795,000** 792,000 468,000 5,000,000 

Coverage of City’s 
Total Transit Trips 

16 percent 16 percent 10 percent 85 percent 

Bogotá’s Choice of TransMilenio 



Bogotá Urban Renewal / Mobility Program 

Before  After 

Rents 
increased by 

1.3% for every 
minute closer 
to BRT station  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public sector led urban renewal can be built around BRT projectsBRT systems are capable of generating civic pride and making a positive impact on the social capital of a cityBRT projects benefit from being implemented as part of wider package of sustainable transportation measures BRT systems can be used to achieve social inclusion objectives



Cambridgeshire Guided Busway 

 Cambridge-Huntingdon, 15.5 
mi (25 km), 10 stations 

 World’s longest busway  

 11,500 trips per weekday 

 Ped access and P&R lots for 
Northstowe housing project 
(9,500 houses, largest new 
town since Milton Keynes) 
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Curitiba – 35 years with a coordinated land use and 
transport plan with a BRT backbone 

Fuente: Arq. Antonio Juarez Nakamura, Presentación en IV Seminario 
Internacional de Arquitectura – Universidad Piloto de Colombia, Bogotá, 

Agosto de 2002 



Keys To TOD Success 
 Get the planning  

right  

 Apply the power of 
partnerships 

 Market driven, not transit 
driven TOD 

 Design for the pedestrian   

 

41st & Fox Commuter Rail Station Denver  



Transit Orientation (5 “P’s”)  

 People – Density 

 

 Places – Diversity of land uses 

 

 Physical Form – Street patterns 

 

 Pedestrian/Bike 

 

 Performance – Quality of transit service 

 

people 

places 

physical form 

ped/bike 
connectivity 

performance 

 



Aligning Transit Policy and Market Areas 



Match Market Strength to TOD Strength 



Lessons: Same for All Modes 
 Establish planning vision and policies early 
 Coordinate with all stakeholders early 
 Location, location, location 
 Station Plans: design for the pedestrian 
 Ridership might not help development 
 Same TOD Strategies As LRT, CR, HR 
● Think “sense of place” 



Good TOD Enhances Value Capture 
 Value capture techniques: 
● Tax increment financing (through 

enhanced property values, not property 
tax increases) 

● Impact fees (OK these are tax hikes…) 
● Joint development agreements (ped 

connections, easements vs. takings etc.) 
● Leases (air rights, adjacent land and 

station space leases) 

 Talk the developers’ language: 
● Transit improves marketability 
● Show the track record – get “comps” 
● Help them with policy changes (zoning, 

parking, tax incentives etc.) 

 Get a good financial analysis/plan 
● Reserves to hedge market timing etc. 

 

 International does this about 
as often as U.S. does 
● A concept being rediscovered 

(except in Hong Kong) 
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Other Slides for Q&A 



Cliff Henke 

Rail and Bus Modal Applications 
Mode 
(Examples) 

Circulator Local/ Linehaul Feeder to RT 
Network 

Interurban Commuter/ 
Regional 

Intercity 

Rail Streetcars 
(Portland, 
San Diego) 

Heavy Rail, LRT 
(New York, 
BART, St. Louis) 

LRT, APMs 
(Baltimore, 
Hudson-
Bergen LRT, 
Miami’s 
Metromover 

LRT 
L.A. Blue Line, 
Salt Lake City) 

Commuter rail, 
Heavy rail  
Chicago Metra, 
New York 
MNRR  

Amtrak     
CA HSR 
TGV 

Bus/BRT Denver 16th 
St. Mall, 
Orlando’s 
LYMMO 

Eugene, EmX 
San Bernardino 
SBx 
Fresno Q 
 

L.A. Metro 
Rapid, 
Oakland 
Rapid 
Chicago 
Jeffrey Jump 

Albany-
Schenectady 
Chicago Pace 
Aspen Veloci 
 
 

Phoenix Rapid, 
San Diego I-15, 
LA Silver Line, 
Denver US-36 

Greyhound 
Peter Pan 
SwissPost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each BRT application has a rail counterpart. Streetcars and slow-running light rail function as downtown circulators in some cities. At the higher-speed end, Greyhound and others must compete with Amtrak, or even longer distances with short-haul airlines. Commuter BRT, served by MCI’s CRT, would serve typical commuters of around half an hour to 90 minutes, or 30-100 miles. In this segment. Commuter rail like Metra here in Chicago would be its rail counterpart. As you can see, some cities are already thinking about this concept: Phoenix, San Diego and Seattle are just a few.



Capital Cost Per Mile 
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Implementation Challenges  

29 

Challenge LRT/ 
Heavy Rail 

Commuter 
Rail 

Streetcar BRT 

Time to Implement 7-10 
years+ 

3-7 years 4-7 years 1-7 years 

Political Difficulty High and 
increasing 

Moderate 
but 
increasing 

Moderate Lower 

Flexibility to shifting 
commute patterns 

None to 
very low 

None to 
very low 

Low High 



    Curitiba new BRT Corridor (2009-2010) 
Rodovia BR116  “Before” 

Photo: URBS 

Linha Verde “Now” 
Photo: CTS Brasil 

Linha Verde “Future” 
Image: URBS 
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